Antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in an electron-doped two-dimensional t-U-V model.
The antiferromagnetism (AFM) and superconductivity (SC) in a t-U-V model for an electron-doped two-dimensional square lattice has been investigated with a mean field approximation. Mean field solutions with 2 × 2 unit structures have been sought. The major merit in this study is that all possible superconducting pairings having 2 × 2 unit structures are considered. It has been found that the spin states and orbitals in the superconducting pairing depend on the band filling, and AFM induces a staggered triplet pairing in a system with a d(x(2)-y(2)) orbital singlet SC (dSC). The ratio of the magnitude of the triplet pairing to the magnitude of the singlet pairing has been found to grow monotonically with the antiferromagnetic moment. However, this additional triplet may not have observable effects in many frequently carried out measurements. We have focused on band fillings higher than half-filled. Fundamental quantities including the density of states, local density of states, and single particle spectral weight have been discussed. This study may be related to the electron-doped high-temperature superconducting cuprates, where there have been experimental observations of AFM and SC coexisting, and the nature of the superconducting pairing has been controversial.